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Background, Aims & Achievements of the 3rd component seminar
The three corner stones of EnercitEE (Sub-projects, Regional EE policies, Good practices) led to
rd
the structure of the 3 interregional symposium. Part I was dedicated to the presentation of subproject achievements and results. On Tuesday, 23 October 2012 in the afternoon, the Lead Subproject participants presented their outputs and results in 4 thematic blocks:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

Education & Communication: ActEE, SCC, E-Foxes, LEEAN
Training & Advice: EEMTE, PraTLA
Local Climate Protection: CLIPART, SustraMM
Finances & Incentives for Buildings: FIPREC, GRACE

In between these presentations a group session was organised to provide the subprojects with a
chance to exchange experience on the implementation of their projects: problems faced,
solutions found, lessons learned within EnercitEE. Furthermore the sub-project participants
discussed together with the regional partners also future prospects: for example how the project
may bring forward the future energy and climate protection topic in their institution, municipality or
region.
Part II focused on the special topic of “Energy Efficient Buildings + Innovation”. On 24 October
2012 all participants went deeply into related regional EE policy settings and implementations in
EnercitEE regions. The aim was to have a fruitful exchange of experience that enables all
participating regions to step forward in the energy performance of buildings and to decrease their
energy consumption and CO2 emissions in the long term. Problems in EnercitEE partner regions
were appointed, possible solutions identified and this served as a platform for the policy
recommendations in this document, for EU, national and regional level.

Workshop I: EPBD implementation at Euregia fair

Study visit at refurbished building in Leipzig

In the afternoon of the 24 October 2012 all participants had the opportunity to join Part III – a
study visit at a refurbished building in passive house standard – the Wilhelm Ostwald School in
Leipzig. Mrs. Carla Gross and colleagues working for the City of Leipzig and involved in the
EEMTE sub-project gave an interesting insight in the refurbishment process and guided all
participants through the building. This session was closed with a presentation of a so called
Blower Door Test, metering the air tightness required under Passive House standard in Saxony.

Participants
Members of EnercitEE’s Working and Steering Group, Lead Sub-Project Participants of the subprojects, and experts in the field of Energy Efficient houses and EPBD implementation
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Part I – Achievements, results and outputs of EnercitEE sub-projects

During the first part of Component Seminar 3 all 11 sub-projects got a chance to present
important achievements and results on an interregional platform. Preparing the topics of possible
sub-projects for the EnercitEE – project, it has been a pleasure for all regional partners how the
sub-project participants managed to develop those ideas and reached important steps in
becoming more energy efficient in so many ways.
Regarding their presentations the sub-project participants were admonished to present
1. Main objectives of the sub-project;
2. Main outputs + results
3. Deviations from the original plan
4. Policies improved in the regions, and
5. Long term impacts & futures prospect.

The presentations can be
downloaded on EnercitEE’s
website in the document section!

Selected achievements of EnercitEE’s sub-projects are for example:










The Initial Clipart Report (ICR) that contains a collection of 50+selected examples of
good practices, projects, acts concerning climate change planning and related activities
from 5 partner regions; and the Clipart Handbook as a practical guide for regional and
local authorities for climate change planning
Training tools for local authorities and public administration employees on issues of
energy efficiency (e.g. users manual for a passive house school)
A common conception for energy saving contests for schools + curriculum for
teacher training
Guideline for builders – to built energy efficient houses + using renewable energies
Improvement of local Energy Efficiency policies through practical trainings in local
authorities (71 trainings in 58 municipalities)
SCC (Sustainable Climate Challenge) challenged more then 1.800 citizens, held more
than 55 workshops, seminars meetings and actiondays; and measured the reduction of
the involved citizens: 400 000 kWh, 150 000 kg Co2/year
SustraMM raised citizen’s awareness on sustainable Mobility Management as 19.000
citizens have been reached by pilot projects and 122 key actors have been trained, etc.

Pär Wallin, SCC

Steffi Hänig, PraTLA

Andrzej Dudek, EEMTE

Vittorio Marletto, CLIPART
Sergio Palmieri, FIPREC
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Camille Delepierre, SustraMM

Between the short presentations within the thematic blocks, a group session was organised for
the sub-projects to exchange experience on the implementation of their project: problems faced,
solutions found, lessons learned within EnercitEE and future prospect. All 11 sub-projects were
divided into 2 groups:



Group of Energy Efficient Citizens – EEC (LEEAN, E-Foxes, SCC, ActEE, GRACE
and Sustramm)
Group of Energy Efficient Local Authorities – EELA (EEMTE, FIPREC, RIEEB,
CLIPART, and PraTLA)

There were 2 group sessions with 30 minutes each:



Group Session 1: “Exchange of experience”
Group Session 2: “Future prospects”

Summary of Group Session 1: “Exchange of experience”
The aim of this group session was to give all LSPP from the sub-projects a chance to talk and
discuss in a transparent way all kind of experiences during their project implementation. A
moderation board was prepared beforehand. Each LSPP received 4 different colour-moderation
cards for 4 leading questions that were prepared by the moderators: For example: What was the
biggest success you had during the project lifetime? You will probably have faced difficult
situations. Up to your mind, what was the biggest challenge you encountered and how did you
solve it? Please name the lessons learned of your project! A brainstorming followed, the cards
were pinned on the board and discussed later on.
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Biggest success:
Sub-projects of both groups reached a broad public with their activities – that can be seen as
successful. The fruitful and strong partnership between the different partners, learning from each
other and the exchange of experience was also often evaluated as the project’s biggest success.
Others named specific project outputs like education for builders, regional energy saving
contests, a handbook for climate change planning and the development of energy efficiency
projects in smaller municipalities.
Biggest challenge:
Two main topics were raised as the projects biggest challenges. Some experienced the
communication between partners and the approach to the targets group as challenging (e.g. to
motivate citizens about the topic of sustainable development). Others highlighted the difficulties in
considering the diverse situations of the participating regions in one approach. A third group
named rather project inherent challenges such as specific targets, the data collection or time and
money.
Lessons learned:
The lessons learned reflect in some way the challenges the project partners experienced. A
broad majority highlighted the good communication and its positive effects on the work in the
projects – how they acknowledged communicating with so many different partners. In connection
with the communication stands the exchange of experience and knowledge which was
appreciated by all. Partners firstly involved in a European project learned a lot about the structure
and course of such.
Improvements:
The improvements concern on the hand the improvements in the regions triggered by the projects
such as municipalities striving to set up energy efficiency projects on their own; outputs reached
such as the improvement of the advisory service or a developed brochure. And on the other hand
the results showed improvements the project partners wish to see in the future. Some wished to
have a longer project duration, more possibilities to exchange the experiences interregionally and
finally all claimed to be interested in continuing to work together in future European projects.

Finally, the project partners appreciated the
brainstorming workshop also from a personal
point of view as it gave them the possibility to
reflect about their biggest successes etc. It was a
good experience for the partners. One participant
stated that one hardly takes the time to think
about these questions which however could help
in the implementation of future projects.
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Summary of Group Session 2: “Future prospects”
The LSPPs from the sub-projects used this session to exchange their results that have been
reached during their projects and how these will be used in the future. The leading questions
have been: Recall your sub-project achievements and results: How can they bring forward the
future energy / climate protection topic in your municipality, institution and/or region? And: Your
suggestions for the future: If you could wish and decide, what could be next steps to proceed with
your work / to reach your objectives?

Recall your sub-project achievements and results: How can they bring forward the future energy /
climate protection topic in your municipality, institution and/or region?
All sub-project participants considered soft measures as the exchange and transfer of knowledge
and information about climate change in general or on energy efficiency or other specific aspects
of their sub-project as a main driving force to bring forward climate protection policies in their
institution and / or region. Also the often named “awareness rising” actions fall under the
category of improving knowledge and sensitizing of officials and/or citizens for the topic and
improving the acceptance for their work. Those measures are considered as essential since they
are paving the way for constant improvements of climate protection and EE policies and
strategies.

Your suggestions for the future: If you could wish and decide, what could be next steps to
proceed with your work / to reach your objectives?
Many SPPs had rather “profane” wishes than visions for their future work. E.g. LEEAN would like
to see the Master Manual adapted to all municipalities in Saxony or E-FoxES wishes to continue
the contests as real energy saving contests in the city of Bautzen. Sometimes simply
improvements on certain aspects are hoped for the future. A few sub-projects had clear ideas on
how to move on with new aspects of the topic after the end of the project; e.g. SustraMM seeks to
transfer the idea of mobility management to small and medium sized cities which is currently
lacking. Many sub-projects expressed the wish to improve the acceptance of their goals and
activities on the political or administrative level and to better transfer their aims and results to their
respective target group. Another general demand for the future is a greater involvement of
politicians and local / regional administration staff in climate protection activities.
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Part II – Energy Efficient Buildings + Innovation
EPBD implementation in EnercitEE regions and Policy Advice
Background & Aims
Buildings account for 40 % of total energy consumption in the European Union and 36 % of EU
CO2 emissions. The sector is expanding, which is bound to increase its energy consumption. So
an enormous unrealized savings potential lies dormant in buildings. Therefore, reduction of
energy consumption and the use of energy from renewable sources in the buildings sector
constitute important measures needed to reduce the Union’s energy dependency and
greenhouse gas emissions. On 19 May 2010, the European Union adopted the Energy
Performance of Buildings Directive 2010/31/EU (EPBD) which is the main legislative instrument
to reduce the energy consumption of buildings. Under this Directive, Member States must
establish and apply minimum energy performance requirements for new and existing buildings,
ensure the certification of building energy performance and require the regular inspection of
boilers and air conditioning systems in buildings. The implementation of the EPBD is and has
been a challenge for many member states of the European Union. The workshop aimed at
deepening the knowledge regarding this directive for a better energy performance of buildings.
Problems in EnercitEE partner regions ought to be appointed, possible solutions identified and
policy recommendations given to politicians on EU, national and regional level.
Approach
To provide all participants with the same ‘state of the art knowledge’ a background paper was
filled in by the Regional Partners before the symposium, lightening the topic of energy efficient
buildings, EPBD implementation and other policies and instruments relevant in the respective
region. Out of these background papers, a poster for each region was developed and put up in
the meeting room during the session. This gave a much better understanding of the similarities
and differences. Copies of the posters can be downloaded on EnercitEE’s website.
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To further ensure a high quality of the discussion round, all Regional Partners brought along one
or two experts familiar with EE buildings and EPBD implementation in that region. The experts
reviewed and evaluated critically the implementation of the EPBD in their region.

Ruurd DE JONG, Haute-Savoie

Stefan Olsson, Smaland

Arkadiusz Suliga, Lower Silesia

Training session
Part II opened with a key note speech by Martina Jiroutova / an intern at the Saxon Energy
Agency – SAENA GmbH and the RIEEB sub-project. She gave an excellent overview and
introduction on the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) as well as a presentation
of the final outcomes of RIEEB. Regarding the EPBD she shortly explained the main contents as
the general framework to calculate the energy performance of buildings, minimal requirements for
new and existing buildings, Energy Performance Certificates, etc.
Further she explained the various ways of
implementing the EPBD in Germany, France,
Sweden, Poland and Italy before she went on
about the investigations of non-residential
buildings within RIEEB (the verification of the
Energy Performance Certificate and the
calculation of the annual primary energy demand;
the verification of the implementation of the
planned construction and installations, and the
thermo
graphical
investigation
to
show
construction defects, such as thermal bridges
and air leaks).

Martina Jiroutova, intern at Saxon Energy Agency

Important results from the investigation were for example that the correct calculation method was
chosen for all buildings; the Energy Performance Certificates were not issued at the correct time;
the technical systems did not correspond to the plans and severe thermal bridges and air leaks
were found. Martina concluded with some recommendations regarding the most important
ordinance for buildings in Germany – the Energy Saving Ordinance (EnEV).
 The EnEV should be further developed and made easier to understand for the laymen.
 There should be clear differentiation between provisional energy demand calculations
and energy performance certificate
 Further criteria should be included in the energy performance certificate calculation
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Workshop I: Implementation of EPBD in EnercitEE partner regions
For Workshop I the EnercitEE partners prepared 5 leading questions to discuss with experts,
regional partners and sub-project participants concerning the implementation of EPBD in the
respective partner regions. The questions were presented on power point slides and answered
one by one by the experts. After having answered a question, policy recommendations were
formulated together with the experts and the moderator:
Participating Regions:
SAX – Saxony, Germany
SES – South East Sweden
HSA – Haute Savoie, France
RER – Emilia Romagan, Italy
LSI – Lower Silesia, Poland

I: The Member States determine individual energy performance requirements and their levels of
ambition. How is the EPBD implemented on national and regional level in EnercitEE partner regions?
What are existing legal advantages, challenges and/or barriers?

SAX




SES




HSA

RER

LSI














Regular regulation on national level (EnEV)
Regional regulation (Sächs EnEV) regulates the responsibilities for the
implementation of the EnEV in Saxony (only trained consultants are allowed
to issue EPCs (more details can be included on regional level to get better)
Clear definition of values to be reached in the national building code (no
regional one
Non-electric requirements changed in revision on national regulation, while
electric heating regulations did not
Improvements for EE building requirements after the revision of national
regulation
very precise Energy Performance Certificates / well educated
NATIONAL regulation (RT 2012) taking in account regional factors.
The RT 2012 calculation method is very complicated and not yet “stabilized”.
regular requirements / regulations
in Italy only buildings in class A&B, regional requirements are stricter
RER has a lot of historic buildings (70% consume more than 180-200 kWh)
where EPBD does not apply; financial instrument are needed to really
implement the EPBD, especially with for existing buildings
National regulations in form of the modifications to the construction law, the
major ordinances by the ministry
Lack of energy certificate finances, no obligation to make energy certificates
available on the internet, not option to check it; complicated methodology
Lack of information/understanding for users
Need for a national basis for energy certificates
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Policy recommendations I:
 EU/National level: Establishment of financial instruments/support/funding/grant
programs for realizing an EE refurbishment of existing buildings (because of a
higher percentage of existing buildings stock – up to 90% in some regions)
otherwise the goals will not be met, no problems with new buildings
 Energy Performance Certificates: more control and supervision on national
and regional level; make it more understandable for users

II: How does the practical application of the EPBD work in EnercitEE partner regions (energy
performance certificate, verification management, control mechanisms, etc.?

SAX



SES



HSA




RER




LSI




No problem for residential buildings (very simple), but calculation for nonresidential building is very complicated and hard to follow even for certified
experts
Swedish national board of housing responsible for EPBD implementation –
there are accredited companies with certified experts doing the auditing
(works well)
Monitoring is a key challenge, should be improved (policy recommendation)
EPC – a control mechanisms for the thermal regulation calculation works well
and is checked (certification office in France); that is a guarantee that the
building regulations are followed
Monitoring system should be improved (policy recommendation)
The check of certificates and calculation just starts; but it is not mandatory –
probably in the future
CM should be improved
Motivation too less for incentives

Policy recommendations II:
 More monitoring of the energy performance of buildings (2 year centralized
monitoring system to see the effect of the regulation) in all EU member states
 Non-residential buildings need better tools (Germany)
 Impossible to check all EPC (Italy, France)
 Stricter control for the implementation of this directive and EPC, better
motivation for incentives (Poland)
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III: Do involved stakeholders have the necessary qualification regarding EPBD requirements (e.g.
energy consultants, building authorities, the building industry, building trade, etc.)? What qualification
options exist for them?

SAX





SES




HSA





RER



LSI



Certified energy consultants (listed by the German Energy Agency - DENA)
Permanent training sessions; certificate consultants have to participate each
nd
2 year especially for technical equipment
For non-residential buildings it is very complicated – you need more
specialized and trained people
Certificate auditors are well trained (certification system on national level)
E.g. energy coordinator;  monitor the whole process of energy performance
during building process/planning (from the procurement until the operation of
a building),  policy recommendation
Today’s qualified actors have mostly been auto-educated because of
personal interest and involvement. Be it architects, engineers or
clients/contracting authorities,
Basic education at different levels is slow to develop. However many short
term education programmes in the field of energy efficiency in buildings are
now readily available for all actors: The GEPA and QEB programs (Ordre des
Architects/ADEME) for all actors involved, CAPEB and BTP74
(Representatives of local building industry/trade) have specific programs,
public authorities have their own programs ... The new thermal regulations
have led to education programs.
Subscribing to the QEB referential implies education programs, assistance
and tools to all actors.
Its mandatory for technicians to attend a specific course of 60 hours, not
sufficient; are going to define professional training for technicians especially
about the EPBD (but also use of renewables in buildings)
No, more information/motivation needed

Policy recommendations III:
 National/Poland/Germany: more incentives, training, motivating programs and more
activities aimed at institutions/organizations to be energy efficient – to help them
implement the directive in a practical way (state responsibility)
 National/regional: more training sessions for energy consultants, they should always
be up to date, know what is new in the regulations/new standard of EPBD/new
standard for regional and local regulations; training sessions should be mandatory on
a regular basis
 National/regional: training sessions for building authorities/people responsible for
buildings applications (energetic calculation is a part of a buildings application and
should be checked properly by a qualified person)
 EU: to set up something similar as in Sweden: Energy coordinators for the whole
building process (controlling and checks in-between to get the whole picture and reach
the target) to solve the problem of the differences between calculation and reality
 Involved stakeholders should have qualified personnel. Obligation of multidisciplinary
training.
 EU: EE advise for citizens mandatory for municipalities
 National/Regional: certification system for energy consultants to ensure quality
standards
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IV: Art the goals of the EPBD achievable? By which means is the implementation of the EPBD
supported on the national, regional and local level? (e.g. funding programs, info campaigns)

SAX
SES

HSA












RER



LSI



Yes for new buildings
For existing buildings challenging; it won’t be possible in the required time
Yes, goals are achievable (technically, e.g. passive house standard)
Financing problems must be solved
Industry is eager to build low energy houses, they are ahead of the
government
EPBD is a good start…
Yes, one problem: end users of building have to be better included), continuity
improved; energy housing: public awareness should be much higher
Intermediate goals should be set to avoid disappointments
Financing should be improved to finance these goals
Final goal in 2020 will be difficult to achieve. Technically it can be done when
actors are well trained. Economically it will be achievable at a high cost.
EPBD only a piece of a great puzzle (20-20-20 goals); EPBD can be
achieved, the 20-20-20 goals not – not the means to reach these goals
Implementation of EPBD supported by usage of RES (low costs of energy is a
big advantage) to limit the CO2 emissions

Policy recommendations IV:
 All levels: More focus on end users; better communication builder/consumer
 EU: EU must give tools – who pays? Large financial needs – financial instruments and
funds not to make little things – also to realize bigger activities (e.g. refurbishment of
historic buildings and buildings from the 1970s/1980s); financing of technical
solutions/engineering
 EU: EPBD is very ambitious, therefore definition of intermediate goals to fulfill it
 EU: EPBD is a good start; bring responsibility for building permit + real consumption;
new buildings less problems; old buildings – the share is too high; tenants do not
accept EE refurbishments (high rent)
 EU: EPBD should take into account the demographic situation in different countries;
they further have different constructions and need a different amount/period of time in
order to fulfill the requirements
 EU: Also some problems with new buildings: We have divided responsibilities for
planning, the construction phase and the end usage: It would be better to bring them
together to have a common responsibility to reach all goals the EPBD directive gives us
(e.g. Sweden – monitoring 2 years after construction, end user has to learn to right way
to use it – e.g. passive houses)
 EU: one lack in the directive: - 2 types of EPC: one type concerning the planning and
one type concerning the construction; better would be 1 for planning, 1 for the users
side;  suggestion to improve the directive itself, it brings together the current
responsibility for the whole consumption
 Simplify calculation methods, or provide a simple interface.
 Maintain coherent information campaigns.
 Campaigns to be launched and maintained to explain the final objective: RT 2020.
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V: What is hindering a successful implementation of the EPBD in the EnercitEE partner regions
and therefore also the European energy saving goals.

SAX



SES

RER







LSI



HSA

Lack of knowledge – what is possible in technical and financial way
(companies, authorities, citizens)
Profitability of the measures needed
Positive and reasonable results should be better transferred
Lack of training/education for politicians, companies and authorities
More information campaigns needed
Better cooperation between local/regional (planning) authorities; working
together with all competences to reach the goals
Lack of knowledge

Policy recommendations V:
 National/Sweden: National government is slower than industry – they should keep up!
 MONEY / Financing instruments / Funding
 All levels: Lack of knowledge/Mandatory trainings (builders, tenants, companies): the
directive and its implementation is a very good basis – now we should have more trainings
and education programs / consistent information campaigns
 Regional level: Integration of policies – also social, cultural, etc.; urban planning
 EU: individual metering mandatory?
 EU: Definition of N2 buildings
 Provide education programs, assistance and tools to all actors who subscribe to higher
than mandatory objectives.

Summary
We could never imagine that the differences were so large when we compared how our regions
and countries are implementing the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive, EPBD. Not only
do we monitor in different ways, the implementation is also very different.
It seems like all countries have made a sincere attempt to implement the directive. Some general
remarks are: Sweden has proposed to keep the current building code levels for nearly zero
energy buildings category and Poland has difficulties to enforce the directive. Sweden has no
funding or support for implementation and the government is trying to find a way to stop local
authorities to have stronger energy performance rules for new buildings than the national. Poland
has national funding but there is a lack of knowledge and also a communication gaps between
different actors involved in implementation. Germany, France and Italy all have strong regulations
and subsidies that pave the way for implementation but also here, there are some problems for
implementation.
All regions pointed out high costs for energy efficiency measures in existing buildings stock as a
main obstacle for implementation. There was a common opinion that the EU decides about the
EPBD but does not give any means or tools to implement it. The experts asked both for plain
subsidies and for other tools like funding instruments and loans. The policy recommendations
developed will be forwarded to politicians on European, national and regional level.
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Workshop II: Promising innovations in energy efficient buildings
The aim of Workshop II was to exchange experiences on promising and innovative conceptual
and technical solutions available in EnercitEE regions and supporting the EPBD implementation.
Three energy experts from different European regions gave an insight in three different technical
approaches. These ideas and solutions may be transferred into other European regions.
Stefan Vetter from the Saxon Energy Agency – SAENA lectured about the “Plus energy house –
as standard of the future” as a solution for the building sector, which can help to reduce energy
in the future. This is achieved using a combination of
micro-generation technology and low energy building
techniques, such as: passive solar building design,
insulation and careful site selection and placement. He
introduced two examples of constructed plus energy
houses in Saxony – one in wood and the other in solid
construction. For example 70% of the heating demand
can be covered by the photovoltaic system and 40% of
the energy consumption with the water storage.
One advantage for Saxony – there is special funding for energy efficiency measures “Energie +
Klimaschutz” with measures to increase energy efficiency and the use of renewables.
On “Successful retrofitting with LCC-energy in focus - a primary energy perspective on Nearly
Zero energy buildings” reported Stefan Olsson from Energiekontor Sydost / Sweden.
Stefan presented several good examples from
Smaland where retrofitting had proved successful –
like Brogarden, Apelsinen and Alabastern. With the
latter 12 apartments in a test house have been
renovated and provided with extra isolation attic
joists + under windows, new windows (U=0,9) new
entredoors and doors to apartments, new double
flux vent (80%), and new radiator system and
thermostatic valves. To conclude Stefan stated how
to achieve climate smart buildings: much isolation; air tight, EE dhw-technology, EE appliances,
engaged tenants, EE supply of RES, and energy- and climate smart production & demolition. A
wood-frame passive-house in PORTVAKTEN supplied with district heating and electricity from
biobased CHP gives low use of primary energy and low netto mitigation of GHG.
And finally Giovanni Semprini from the University of Bologna gave insights in “Innovative smart
metering systems in residential buildings”. He pointed out that the Directive 20120/31/EU (EPBD)
encourages in Art.8: Technical Building System, the introduction of intelligent metering systems
and the installation of active control systems: for example:
automation, control and monitoring systems, that aim to
save energy. Smart metering is a remote control system
based on a sensor network for real time monitoring for
energy consumption (electricity, gas, water, etc.). It helps
to measure and gives information about energy
consumption; it allows adjusting and managing energy
exchanges and information about the operation state of
the plant. In detail Giovanni also explained and
introduced the ENEL – Smart Metering System.
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Part III – Study visit
Refurbished building in passive house standard – the Wilhelm Ostwald School in
Leipzig
Background
st
The Wilhelm-Ostwald-Gymnasium is the 1 municipal refurbished building in passive-house
standard of the City of Leipzig. There has been a resolution on passive houses of the city council
th
on 19 March 2008 that concluded a standard of passive houses for city owned and publicly used
buildings. If the realization is economical, then the standard of passive houses has to be applied
as the priority constructions method (energy saving regulations – 30%). The Wilhelm Ostwald
School was built in 1972 and consists of 2 almost identical buildings. The refurbishment into
passive houses of both buildings was completed in October 2011. The primary energy demand is
about 59, 26 kWh/m²/a – in comparison 213, 92 kWh/m²/a is requested by EnEV 2009. What has
been done during the refurbishment process? Insulation of outer wall – 25cm, perimeter
insulation – 25cm, roof insulation – 33cm/58cm, ground insulation – 14cm. All windows have
been exchanged (Uw=0,8 W/km²) and a central ventilation system at 3 levels has been installed
depending on time schedule and presence heat recovery of ventilation appliance up to 90 %. All
rooms were equipped with energy saving lightening steered by presence detectors, etc.
Study Visit
The study visit started with an extensive presentation on the refurbishment process and
connecting activities of the sub-project EEMTE in Leipzig prepared by Mrs. Carla Gross. There
have been enormous changes on buildings because of increasing legal requirements and
regulations regarding the energy efficiency of the municipality of Leipzig. Establishing new
buildings standards also leads to new handlings with new technical equipment: for example new
problem areas arose concerning the consumption of heating and the behavior regarding
ventilation as well as handling the hot weather during the summer. During the guided tour through
the building the participants learned a lot, especially about the technical aspects of the monitoring
system. It became obvious that handling a passive house is manageable but needs to be learned
and trained. Therefore the EEMTE project developed different kinds of information, further
education and training for the users of that passive house school (e.g. passive house training
concept for different target groups in municipalities). As practical part of the study visit, a blower
door test was prepared. Mr. Börjesson from the Chamber of Crafts Leipzig presented the
EnercitEE members the procedure of measuring the air tightness of the building and how to
detect leakages.

Participants listening to the presentation
of Carla Gross at a classroom of the school

Blower Door Test during the study visit
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Participants testing air tightness

Annexes:
Annex 1:
Annex 2:
Annex 3:
Annex 4:
Annex 5:
Annex 6:

Summary of regional baseline situation (poster)
Training Session – Introduction in EPBD and results from the RIEEB sub-project
Plus energy house – the standard of the future
Successful retrofitting with LCC-energy in focus. A primary energy perspective on
Nearly Zero energy buildings
Innovative smart metering systems in residential buildings
Presentation at Study Visit location in Leipzig
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